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The last Spenser novel completed by Robert B. Parker.On location in Boston, bad-boy actor Jumbo

Nelson is accused of the rape and murder of a young woman. From the start the case seems fishy,

so the Boston PD calls on Spenser to investigate. Things donâ€™t look so good for Jumbo, whose

appetites for food, booze, and sex are as outsized as his name. He was the studioâ€™s biggest

star, but heâ€™s become its biggest liability.In the course of the investigation, Spenser encounters

Jumboâ€™s bodyguard: a young former football-playing Native American named Zebulon Sixkill. He

acts tough, but Spenser sees something more within the young man. Despite the odd

circumstances, the two forge an unlikely alliance, with Spenser serving as mentor. As the case

grows darker and secrets about both Jumbo and the dead woman come to light, itâ€™s

Spenserâ€”with Sixkill at his sideâ€”who must put things right.
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A lot of stuff happens in Sixkill. It's a fairly action-packed and standard chapter of clearly the

greatest series in the history of the genre. And it's also impossible, at this point, to talk about without

the context of the author's passing early last year.Sixkill is described on the flap as "the last

Spenser novel completed by Robert B. Parker". A reasonable mind could take that to mean there

will be more, perhaps, and that it will completed by someone else.  is already taking pre-orders on a

Jesse Stone novel written by the guy that does the Selleck TV-movies. So clearly there are plans.

But, well, you know. Not the same.(UPDATED 10/4/11--Ace Atkins has been hired to continue the



Spenser Series)Point being, we should take no finality poignance from the events in Sixkill, as it was

clearly not meant to provide any. But poignant is exactly what Sixkill becomes. Its' point is

redemption/renewal and it's made in classic Parker style, going back to Early Autumn in more than

one way in telling the story of one Zebulon Sixkill.Z, as he comes to be called, is a Cree Indian

bodyguard that Spenser puts a beat-down on while commencing the novel's case: the death of a

young girl in Z's client's hotel room. Spenser is brought into the case by Capt. Martin Quirk, whom

you've met.Quirk is pretty sure that one Jumbo Nelson, Hollywood Miscreant/Icon, is being

railroaded for murder, so he asks Spens to sniff around and see what stinks. Enter Rita Fiore, who

happens to be defending Jumbo, and the stage is set for what Parker did better than just about

anyone.After Z gets canned by Jumbo for getting whupped, he consults Spenser, who agrees to

help train him as a mechanism to among other things, get his help solving the case.
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